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(57) ABSTRACT

A thermal management system for a gas turbine engine 
includes a cooling airflow which enters through an air filter 
portion of a forward cover for filtration of particulate which 
may result in FOD to a rotational system of the engine. 
Filtered cooling airflow flows along a rotor shaft over and 
through a forward bearing, over and through a permanent 
magnet generator, then over and through an aft bearing to 
provide thermal management. Commensurate therewith, the 
cooling airflow atomizes and communicates a lubricant to the 
bearings. From the aft bearing, the cooling airflow meiges 
with a primary airflow path from an intake which generally 
surrounds the forward cover.

15 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets
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THERMAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FORA  
GAS TURBINE ENGINE

This invention was made with government support under 
Contract No.: F08635-03-C0002. The government therefore 
has certain rights in this invention.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a gas turbine engine and, 
more particularly, to thermal management of the bearing sys
tem for a miniature gas turbine engine.

Miniature gas turbine or turbojet engines (typically of 150 
lbf thrust and smaller) are often utilized in single usage appli
cations such as reconnaissance drones, cruise missiles, decoy 
and other weapon applications, including air-launched and 
ground-launched weapon systems. The use of such an engine 
greatly extends the range of the weapon in comparison to the 
more conventional solid fuel rocket engine.

To achieve economically feasible extended range expend
able propulsion sources for such applications, it is necessary 
that the miniature gas turbine engines be manufactured rela
tively inexpensively yet provide the highest degree of starting 
and operational reliability when launched from air or ground 
systems. One component that greatly affects mechanical per
formance and reliability is the high speed bearings which 
support the rotating turbine machine. Reliability and effi
ciency of the bearing system is a priority for a successful 
expendable turbine engine. Such reliability and efficiency of 
the bearing system may be compromised through foreign 
object damage (FOD), inadequate thermal management, or 
inadequate lubrication distribution.

Current gas turbine bearing systems employ a relatively 
complex closed circuit lubrication scheme which is relatively 
expensive to manufacture and difficult to maintain over long 
term storage typical of single use systems. Other gas turbine 
bearing systems utilize open air flow-through systems which, 
although providing satisfactory thermal management, 
directly subject the rotating components to FOD which may 
increase the potential of an operational failure.

Accordingly, it is desirable to provide an uncomplicated 
and inexpensive thermal management and lubrication system 
for a miniature gas turbine engine which facilitates storage 
yet assures operational reliability.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A thermal management system according to the present 
invention for a gas turbine engine includes a rotor shaft rota- 
tionally mounted to a forward bearing and an aft bearing. A 
forward housing supports the forward bearing and a forward 
cover is mounted thereto forward of the rotor shaft. The 
forward cover includes an air filter portion located generally 
along an axis of rotation of the rotor shaft. The air filter 
portion filters cooling airflow which enters the internals of the 
gas turbine engine for thermal management of the rotational 
system. The cooling airflow enters separate from a primary 
airflow which enters an intake.

The cooling airflow enters through the air filter portion 
where it is filtered for particulates whichmay result in FOD to 
the rotational system. From the air filter portion, filtered cool
ing airflow flows over and through the forward bearing, along 
the rotor shaft, over and through a permanent magnet genera
tor, then over and through the aft bearing to provide signifi
cant thermal management thereof. Such cooling airflow sig
nificantly improves reliability while permitting increased 
rotor shaft rotation speeds which increases thrust output.
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From the aft bearing, the cooling airflow merges with a pri
mary airflow path from the intake where the primary airflow 
continues through to the compressor wheel and into the com
bustion system.

The forward housing also includes a lubrication passage 
which communicates a bearing lubricant such as fuel, oil or a 
mixture thereof to the bearings. The cooling airflow atomizes 
and communicates the lubricant onto the bearings. Such 
atomization still further improves reliability while permitting 
increased rotor shaft rotation speeds to increase thrust output.

The present invention therefore provides an uncomplicated 
and inexpensive thermal management and lubrication system 
for a miniature gas turbine engine which facilitates storage 
yet assures operational reliability.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The various features and advantages of this invention will 
become apparent to those skilled in the art from the following 
detailed description of the currently preferred embodiment. 
The drawings that accompany the detailed description can be 
briefly described as follows:

FIG. 1 is a general perspective view of an exemplary 
vehicle embodiment for use with the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a schematic view of a gas turbine engine accord
ing to the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a perspective exploded view of a gas turbine 
engine static structure separated into its constituent compo
nents;

FIG. 4 is an expanded view of a thermal management 
system for a gas turbine engine;

FIG. 5 is an expanded view of a forward cover; and
FIG. 6 is a schematic view of a cooling airflow and a 

primary airflow which flows through the gas turbine engine.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT

FIG. 1 illustrates a general schematic view of a vehicle 100 
including a miniature gas turbine engine 10 according to the 
present invention. The vehicle 100 includes a body 102 and 
one or more aerodynamic surfaces 104. The engine 10 is 
coupled to, or within, the body 102. A vehicle inlet duct 106 
provides air to the engine 10, and an exhaust duct 108 
exhausts the thrust therefrom. The engine 10 of the invention 
may also be used in other single usage and reusable applica
tions such as reconnaissance drones, cruise missiles, decoys 
and other weapon and non-weapon applications.

Referring to FIG. 2, the miniature gas turbine engine 10 
generally includes a forward housing 14, a rotor shaft 16 
rotationally mounted to a forward bearing 18 and an aft bear
ing 20, a combustion system 21 and an exhaust duct 22. The 
rotor shaft 16 rotates about a longitudinal axis X. It should be 
understood that other forms of rotating turbine machines, 
such as axial compressors and turbines, will also benefit from 
the present invention.

In the illustrated rotor configuration, a rotor system 24 
includes a multiple of compressor blades facing forward 
toward an intake 28 to define a compressor wheel 26 and a 
multiple of turbine blades facing rearward toward the exhaust 
duct 22 to define a turbine wheel 30. The rotor shaft 16 is 
received in the bearings 18, and 20 and at least partially into 
an inlet cone 23 having a forward cover 25. The forward cover 
25 of the inlet cone 23 is preferably the forward most portion 
of the engine 10 and defines an aerodynamically contoured 
shape which facilitates the delivery of undistorted, primary 
airflow to the intake 28.
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A permanent magnet generator (PMG) 32 is preferably 
mounted to the rotor shaft 16 behind the forward bearing 18 to 
generate electrical power for the engine 10 and other acces
sories. The PMG 32 includes a stator 33 mounted within a 
forward housing inner support 66 of the forward housing 14 
and a rotor 35 mounted to the rotor shaft 16. An electrical 
power wire 37 communicates electrical power from the PMG 
32 to an electrical power system (illustrated schematically at 
S).

A fuel pump (illustrated schematically at 72) is preferably 
driven by the electrical power system S to communicate fuel 
from a source 70 to an annular combustor liner 46 through a 
fuel manifold 36. The fuel is burned at high temperatures 
within the combustor liner 46 such that the expanding exhaust 
gases therefrom are communicated to the turbine wheel 30. 
The combustor liner 46 interfaces with the exhaust duct 22 
such that exhaust gases from the combustor liner 46 are 
directed through a turbine nozzle assembly 44, through to the 
turbine wheel 30, through the exhaust duct 22 and exiting the 
exhaust duct 108 of the vehicle for generating thrust.

Referring to FIG. 3, static structure 38 of the engine 10 
defines a thermal management system 39 of the engine 10. 
The thermal management system 39 is generally a passive 
system which receives and directs airflow along a cooling 
airflow path which flows within the static structure38. That is, 
the “cooling airflow” as utilized herein is a portion of the 
airflow which enters into the engine and is then separated 
from a primary airflow path to cool components within the 
static structure priorto being rejoined into the primary airflow 
path for combustion. The cooling airflow preferably also 
directs a fluid lubricant to further assure reliable thermal 
management.

The static structure 38 generally includes the forward 
housing 14, the forward cover 25, a nozzle plate 40, a diffuser 
42, the turbine nozzle assembly 44, a combustor liner 46, a 
combustor housing 48 and the exhaust duct 22. Preferably, 
each static structure component 14, 25, 40, 42, 44, 46,48 and 
22 is assembled together (FIG. 2) by one or more known 
techniques such as the relatively low cost fastening tech
niques of threaded fasteners, welding, v-band clamps, rivets, 
or the like. One of ordinary skill in the art in combination with 
the disclosure of the present application will readily deter
mine the appropriate fastening technique for the particular 
component interface. It should also be understood that other 
static structure arrangements will also be usable with the 
present invention.

Referring to FIG. 4, the rotor shaft 16 is preferably 
mounted axially with a single threaded fastener 60 such as a 
threaded rotor nut or bolt mounted to a correspondingly 
threaded shaft end portion 62 for retention within the static 
structure 38. The forward housing inner support 66 preferably 
supports the forward bearing 18 and the aft bearing 20. The 
forward housing 14 provides the primary static structural 
support for rotation of the rotor shaft 16 and rotational com
ponents mounted for rotation therewith. The threaded fas
tener 60 extends at least partially within and is protected 
within the forward cover 25 which is mounted to the forward 
housing 14 with cover fasteners 27 or the like. Removal of the 
forward cover 25 facilitates assembly and disassembly by 
providing access to the threaded fastener 60.

The forward cover 25 includes an air filter portion 64 
located generally along the axis X (also illustrated in FIG. 5). 
The air filter portion 64 is porous, such as a mesh filter like 
model number 4952488 manufactured by EJAY FILTRA
TION INC, of Riverside, California USA. The air filter por
tion 64 permits filtered air to flow into the miniature gas
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turbine engine 10 internals from a source other than along the 
primary airflow path defined by the intake 28.

Referring to FIG. 6, airflow enters through the air filter 
portion 64 of the forward cover 25. The air filter portion 64 
removes particulates from the airflow which may result in 
FOD to the rotational system. From the air filter portion 64, 
filtered cooling air flows over and through the forward bear
ing 18, along the rotor shaft 16, over and through the PMG 32, 
then over and through the aft bearing 20 to provide significant 
thermal management. Such cooling airflow significantly 
improves reliability while permitting increased rotor shaft 
rotation speeds which increases thrust output.

The filtered airflow is generally contained and directed 
through the forward housing inner support 66 of the forward 
housing 14. From the aft bearing 20, the cooling airflow 
meiges with the primary airflow path received from the intake 
28 where the combined airflow continues through the com
pressor wheel 26, and into the combustion system 21.

The forward housing 14 includes a lubrication passage 68 
which transports a bearing lubricant such as fuel, oil or a 
mixture thereof from the source 7 0 (illustrated schematically) 
to the bearings 18 and 20. It should be understood that 
although only a single lubricant passage 68 to each bearing 
18, 20 is illustrated in the sectional view, a multiple of lubri
cant radial passages 68 can also communicate with the bear
ings 18, 20 at a plurality of radial locations thereabout.

Openings from the lubricant passage 68 are in direct com
munication with the cooling airflow. The cooling airflow 
atomizes and transports the lubricant such that the lubricant is 
essentially sprayed onto the bearings 18, 20. Such atomiza
tion still further improves reliable operation as the bearings 
18, 20 are provided with a more consistent application of 
lubrication. Furthermore, lubricant which collects aft of the 
forward bearing 18, is driven toward the aft bearing 20 and 
into the combustion system 21 by the cooling airflow. Nota
bly, as the lubricant is preferably fuel or a fuel oil mixture, 
engine efficiency is maintained since the lubricant is ulti
mately communicated to the combustion system 21 for com
bustion and thrust generation.

It should be understood that relative positional terms such 
as “forward,” “aft,” “upper,” “lower,” “above,” “below,” and 
the like are with reference to the normal operational attitude 
and should not be considered otherwise limiting.

The foregoing description is exemplary rather than defined 
by the limitations within. Many modifications and variations 
of the present invention are possible in light of the above 
teachings. The preferred embodiments of this invention have 
been disclosed, however, one of ordinary skill in the art would 
recognize that certain modifications would come within the 
scope of this invention. It is, therefore, to be understood that 
within the scope of the appended claims, the invention may be 
practiced otherwise than as specifically described. For that 
reason the following claims should be studied to determine 
the true scope and content of this invention.

What is claimed is:
1. A thermal management system for a gas turbine engine 

comprising:
a forward cover having a filter portion along an axis of 

rotation of a gas turbine engine;
a rotor shaft along said axis of rotation;
a forward rotor shaft bearing which rotationally supports 

said rotor shaft;
an aft rotor shaft bearing which rotationally supports said 

rotor shaft, said forward rotor shaft bearing and said aft 
rotor shaft bearing in communication with a cooling 
airflow from said filter portion; and
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a forward housing defined about said axis of rotation, said 
forward housing defining a lubrication passage directed 
toward said forward rotor bearing, said forward cover 
mounted to said forward housing.

2. The thermal management system as recited in claim 1, 
wherein said forward cover is forward of a rotor shaft defined 
along said axis of rotation.

3. A thermal management system for a gas turbine engine 
comprising:

a forward cover having a filter portion along an axis of 
rotation of a gas turbine engine;

a rotor shaft along said axis of rotation;
a forward rotor shaft bearing which rotationally supports 

said rotor shaft;
an aft rotor shaft bearing which rotationally supports said 

rotor shaft, said forward rotor shaft bearing and said aft 
rotor shaft bearing in communication with a cooling 
airflow from said filter portion; and

a permanent magnet generator (PMG) mounted to said 
rotor shaft, said PMG mounted between said forward 
rotor shaft bearing and said aft rotor shaft bearing.

4. The thermal management system as recited in claim 1, 
wherein said forward cover is mounted to a forward housing 
defined about said axis of rotation, said forward cover located 
forward of a rotor shaft which rotates about said axis of 
rotation.

5. A gas turbine engine comprising:
a rotor shaft defined along an axis of rotation;
a compressor wheel mounted to said rotor shaft;
at least one rotor shaft bearing which supports said rotor 

shaft;
a forward cover having a filter portion adjacent said rotor 

shaft;
a forward housing which defines a forward housing inner 

support and an air intake to communicate airflow toward 
said compressor wheel, said forward cover mounted to 
said forward housing such that cooling airflow through 
said filter portion is communicated through said forward 
housing inner support toward said at least one rotor shaft 
bearing, said forward housing defines at least one lubri
cant passage directed toward said at least one rotor shaft 
bearing such that said lubricant passage is in communi
cation with said cooling airflow.

6. The gas turbine engine as recited in claim 5, wherein said 
at least one rotor shaft bearing includes a forward rotor shaft 
bearing and an aft rotor shaft bearing mounted to said rotor 
shaft.

7. The gas turbine engine as recited in claim 5, wherein said 
forward housing inner support retains said at least one bear
ing.

8 . The gas turbine engine as recited in claim 5, wherein said 
forward housing defines at least one lubricant passage 
directed toward said at least one rotor bearing, said lubricant 
passage in communication with said cooling airflow.

9. The gas turbine engine as recited in claim 5, further 
comprising:

a fastener threaded to a threaded end segment of said rotor 
shaft, said filter portion forward of said threaded end 
segment.
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10. The gas turbine engine as recited in claim 9, wherein 

said forward cover at least partially receives said fastener 
therein.

11. The gas turbine engine as recited in claim 5, wherein 
said gas turbine engine produces at a maximum, less than 150 
pounds of thrust.

12. A method of thermal management for a gas turbine 
engine comprising the steps of:

(1) communicating a cooling airflow through a filter por
tion along an axis of rotation of a rotor shaft having a 
compressor wheel, the cooling airflow in communica
tion with at least one rotor bearing which supports the 
rotor shaft;

(2) merging the cooling airflow into a primary airflow path 
downstream of the at least one bearing, the primary 
airflow path in communication with the compressor 
wheel; and

(3) communicating the cooling airflow past a lubricant 
passage to at least partially atomize a lubricant there
from such that atomized lubricant is received onto the at 
least one bearing.

13. A method as recited in claim 12, further comprising the 
step of:

(4) communicating a primary airflow along the primary 
airflow path from an intake defined at least partially 
about the periphery of a forward cover which supports 
the filter portion.

14. A method as recited in claim 12, further comprising the 
step of:

(4) communicating the cooling airflow through a forward 
housing inner support; and

(5) supporting the at least one bearing within the forward 
housing inner support.

15. A gas turbine engine comprising:
a rotor shaft defined along an axis of rotation;
a compressor wheel mounted to said rotor shaft;
a forward housing which defines a forward housing inner 

support and an air intake to communicate a primary 
airflow toward said compressor wheel; and

a forward cover having a filter portion forward of said rotor 
shaft and radially inward of said air intake, said forward 
cover mounted to said forward housing inner support 
such that a cooling airflow is communicated through 
said filter portion and into said forward housing inner 
support;

a forward rotor shaft bearing forward of said compressor 
wheel to rotationally support said rotor shaft;

an aft rotor shaft bearing forward of said compressor wheel 
and aft of said forward rotor shaft bearing to rotationally 
support said rotor shaft, said forward rotor shaft bearing 
and said aft rotor shaft bearing in communication with 
the cooling airflow, the cooling airflow communicated to 
meige with the primary airflow from the air intake 
upstream of said compressor wheel to provide a com
bined airflow toward the compressor wheel.
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